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EFFECT OF JET CONVERGENCE ANGLE ON THE PERFORMANCE OF
ANNULAR NOZZLES WITH SEMITOROIDAL CONCAVE 'PLUGS
AT MACH NUMBERS UP TO 1.82
By Charles E. Mercer
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
The performance characteristics of 12 configurations of an annular nozzle with a
semitoroidal concave axisymmetric plug have been investigated at static conditions and
at Mach numbers up to 1.82. The nozzle configurations were varied with six afterbodies
or boattails which differ in inner surface convergence angle and with two sizes of plugs
which determined the throat area of the jet. The jet total-pressure ratio was varied
from 1.0 to approximately 23, depending on the Mach number.
The results indicate that increasing jet convergence angle from 15° to 40° caused
little change in the internal performance and thrust-minus-drag performance for the noz-
zle configurations that simulate the afterburning mode; however, a loss in the performance
occurred for the nozzle configurations that simulate the nonafterburning mode. The per-
formance of the nozzle configurations with the larger primary throat area is competitive
with nozzles designed for operation over the Mach number range and at a given typical
turbojet total-pressure ratio schedule.
INTRODUCTION
Nozzles capable of producing near-optimum thrust at all operating conditions have
long been desired; however, such nozzles generally are mechanically complex and heavy.
Variable-geometry convergent-divergent nozzles designed to have good internal perfor-
mance at higher subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds generally have boattail drag
penalties at the lower speeds where the low internal-expansion ratios are required, due
either to a large base or to high boattail angles (refs. 1, 2, and 3). As maximum flight
speed increases, the magnitude of change in afterbody geometry increases significantly.
Isentropic plug nozzles have exhibited good internal performance in quiescent air (refs. 4
and 5) and at design pressure ratios; however, the short, steep shroud lip, characteristic
of isentropic plug nozzles induces a sharp turning of the external flow during flight and,
thus, at high subsonic and low supersonic speeds resulting drag offsets some of the good
performance obtained at static conditions and at supersonic speeds (refs. 6 and 7). Annu-
lar nozzles with concave central bases have represented an attempt to achieve simplicity,
light weight, and low boattail drag in a nozzle design without sacrifice of internal perfor-
mance at moderately high values of pressure ratio (refs. 8, 9, and 10).
The purpose of the present investigation was to determine from a further paramet-
ric study the effects on performance of varying the jet convergence angle in combination
with a semitoroidal base plug.
The results reported herein are for 12 configurations of an annular nozzle with a
semitoroidal concave plug, investigated under static conditions and in an airstream over
a Mach number range from 0.50 to 1.82 at an angle of attack of 0°. Jet total-pressure
ratio ranged from 1.0 (jet off) to values at each test Mach number greater than is required
by conventional turbojet engines. The investigation was conducted in the Langley 16-foot
transonic tunnel and the Langley 4-foot supersonic pressure tunnel.
SYMBOLS
A cross-sectional area, m2
A, local area, m2
A^ov maximum nacelle cross-sectional area, m2
IIld-A.
A£ nozzle throat area, m2
V AlC. p boattail pressure drag coefficient, > Cp^
-"max
F i FCF olue plug thrust coefficient, —^ ug ; for static conditions,
max
p . - p
C j P^US pressure coefficient, " u% —; for static conditions,
Cp p boattail pressure coefficient, -£-=
oo
^max maximum cross-section diameter, m
FA g axial force on boattail (external drag), N





F- gross thrust, N
Fnl semitoroidal base thrust, } /p . - p \A7, Nplug ' i_j ^ plug v<x>) t'
g annulus-gap width, m
overhang of nozzle outer lip, m
distance from start of boattail curvature to exit, m
free-stream Mach number
measured mass-flow rate, kg/sec
atmospheric pressure, N/m2
local static pressure on plug, N/m2
jet total pressure, N/m2
local static pressure on boattail, N/m2
free-stream static pressure, N/m2
free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m2
gas constant, N-m/kg-K; or radius, m
radius to outer boundary of boattail, m
radius to inner boundary of boattail, m
radius to outer boundary of semitoroidal plug, m
R^ radius to inner boundary of semitoroidal plug, m
r radial distance from axis of symmetry to pressure orifice, m
Tt i jet total temperature, KL >J
x axial distance from start of boattail, positive downstream, m
/3 boattail or jet convergence angle, deg
y ratio of specific heats
<p radial angle of pressure orifice rows, deg
APPARATUS AND METHODS
Wind Tunnels
The investigation was conducted in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel and the
Langley 4-foot supersonic pressure tunnel. The Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel is an
atmospheric wind tunnel with a slotted octagonal test section which has a continuously
variable speed range from a Mach number of 0.20 to 1.30. The Langley 4-foot super-
sonic pressure tunnel is a single-return, continuous wind tunnel with a stagnation-
pressure range from 27,58 kN/m2 (0.272 atm) to 206.84 kN/m2 (2.041 atm) and a
stagnation-temperature range from 310.9 K to 322.2 K. By the use of interchangeable
nozzle blocks, the tunnel Mach number can be varied from 1.25 to 2.2.
Model and Support System
A sketch of the strut-supported turbojet-engine simulator model used in the inves-
tigation is presented in figure 1, and photographs of the model installed in the test sec-
tion are shown in figure 2. The model was an air-powered cone-cylinder nacelle with a
rounded shoulder at the junction of the nose and the cylindrical section to which afterbody-
plug combinations were attached. The afterbody-plug combination consisted of a cylindri-
cal section of 15.24-cm diameter, a boattail, and a semitoroidal concave plug. The model
was supported from the tunnel floor by a 5-percent-thick strut swept back with respect to
the model and having a leading-edge sweep of 45°. A description of the air-powered
nacelle and its air introduction and balance arrangements is given in reference 11.
Details of the 12 afterbody-plug configurations investigated are given in figure 3.
The configurations are identified by a two-number code. The first number designates the
boattail or jet convergence angle. The selected fixed angles /3 of 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°,
35°, and 40° are represented by the numbers 1 to 6, respectively. Afterbody external
geometry was varied only aft of axial station 110.307, with coordinates as given in table 1.
The second number of the configuration code designates the simulated engine power set-
ting, nonafterburning mode or unaugmented power (A^./A-max = 0.25) and afterburning mode
or augmented power (Aj. A.max = 0.50). Two semitoroidal concave plugs numbered 1 (non-
afterburning) and 2 (afterburning) were tested with each afterbody to simulate the two
types of flight operation. Details of the plUg geometry are given in figure 3 and table 1.
Instrumentation and Tests
Static pressures were measured on the afterbody and semitoroidal plug with strain-
gage pressure transducers remotely located from the model. The locations of the static-
pressure orifices are given in figure 3 and table 2. The jet total pressure and stagnation
temperature were measured at locations shown in figure 1. Thrust and drag forces on
the metric portion of the model were obtained by means of a three-component strain-
gage balance. A turbine flowmeter located in the air supply system was used to obtain
the mass-flow rate through the nozzle.
Data were obtained at static conditions and at Mach numbers from 0.50 to 1.30
in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel and at a Mach number of 1.82 in the Langley
4-foot supersonic pressure tunnel. At all test conditions the model angle of attack was
0°. Primary total-pressure ratio p, j/P varied from 1.0 (jet off) to approximately 23,
depending on Mach number.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Afterbody Characteristics
Pressure distribution.- Figures 4 and 5 show, respectively, the jet-off and jet-on
pressure distributions on the external surface of the six afterbodies for various Mach
numbers. Pressures were measured around the boattail at 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and 180°
locations but only the data from the top row (0°) are presented in figures 4 and 5, to indi-
cate a typical pressure distribution. For the boattail pressure distributions at jet-off
operation, increasing the boattail angle caused a reduction in the peak negative pressure
and tended to move it upstream, a result indicative of the kind of flow that separates with
increase in boattail angle. This separation is typical for afterbodies having large boattail
angles, as emphasized by the pressure distributions presented in reference 12.
The pressure distributions in figure 5 show that for all afterbodies the lowest level
of boattail pressure coefficient generally occurs for the lower values of jet-on total-
pressure ratio (p -/POO ~ "*)' This large decrease in pressure coefficient is probably
due to the jet either aspirating the separated boattail region or reducing the amount of
separation which occurs on the boattail. Increased values of jet total-pressure ratio gen-
erally tend to reduce the negative pressure -coefficient level for most configurations; how-
ever, the decrease in pressure coefficient due to jet influence never returns to the jet-off
level except for configuration 11 at M = 1.00. This beneficial jet effect on the boattail
pressures at the higher values of jet total-pressure ratio is probably due to the expan-
sion of the jet plume into the free -stream flow which tends to reduce the aspiration effects
caused by the initial operation of the jet fp . /p ~ 1.5V
Boattail drag.- The afterbody pressures were integrated over the axially projected
boattail area to obtain boattail pressure drag values which are presented in figures 6 and
7. The variation of boattail drag coefficient with Mach number for jet-off conditions is
shown in figure 6. In the speed range from M = 1.00 to M = 1.15 the data may be
affected by disturbances reflected from the tunnel wall; thus, fairing of the curves in that
speed range is omitted. The boattail drag level decreased with increased boattail angle
up to /3 = 25° (configurations 11, 21, and 31 and 12, 22, and 32), whereas, for j3 > 25°
little additional change in boattail drag is noted. Increase in the primary thrust annulus
from nonafterburning to afterburning mode had no effect on external boattail drag with jet
not operating.
The effects on the boattail drag due to jet operation are presented in figure 7.
The configurations with primary throat areas that simulate the nonafterburning mode
(At/Amax = 0.25J generally had the greatest drag at all test conditions except for M = 0.90
where several of the configurations with the large primary throat (afterburning mode,
A±/Amax = 0.50) had a higher drag level at the lower pressure ratios (see fig. 7(d)). A
reduction in boattail drag of approximately 30 percent occurs at the low subsonic speeds
when primary throat area is increased from nonafterburning to afterburning mode; how-
ever, at the higher Mach numbers the effect due to power position tends to diminish except
for the higher jet total-pressure ratios.
Plug Characteristics
Pressure distributions.- The radial distribution of pressure on the concave plug is
presented as pressure coefficient in figure 8, with jet total-pressure ratio as a parameter.
Results for configurations 11, 12, 51, and 52 are presented for Mach numbers of 0, 0.80,
and 1.30 to represent the type of pressure distribution obtained, respectively, at static
conditions and at high subsonic and transonic speeds for two vastly different values of jet
convergence angle and two primary throat areas. Note that for static conditions, C
is the plug pressure divided by ambient pressure p , rather than by free-stream dynamic
3.
pressure q^ as it is for Mach numbers greater than zero. Generally, with jet operation
.the plug pressures remain above the free-stream static pressure p . Increases in jet
convergence angle increased the plug pressures for configurations in both the nonafter-
burning and the afterburning modes. The pressure at the center of the plug (r/R = 0)
being greater than the average for the distribution is interpreted as an indication of recir-
culating or vortex-ring-type flow in the base region similar to that shown in reference 8.
This type of flow seems to be more pronounced at the higher jet convergence angles than
at the low angles, probably because the exhaust flow for nozzles with the higher conver-
gence angles intersects the center-line axis at a point much closer to the plug than for
nozzles with lower convergence angles; thus, a greater flow velocity is caused to be
directed toward the concave base.
Thrust.- The pressure distributions on the concave plugs presented in figure 8,
along with those obtained at the other test Mach numbers and for the other configurations,
were integrated with respect to base area to obtain base thrust. The variation of base
thrust coefficient with jet total-pressure ratio is presented in figure 9. At M = 0
(fig. 9(a)), results are presented in the form of the static coefficient [divided by ambient
pressure p \ which is not numerically comparable with the dynamic coefficient (divided
by free-stream dynamic pressure q ) used in figures 9(b) to 9(j). At static conditions
and for Mach numbers to 0.90, either zero or positive plug thrustlvas obtained with
increasing jet total-pressure ratio; this indicates that a positive pressure field acted
around the base annulus. At Mach numbers greater than 0.90 a negative plug force
occurs at the low values of pressure ratio for some configurations; this indicates that
the base region was aspirated by the jet. The configurations which show severe aspira-
tion effects generally were in the nonafterburner operating mode and had the lower val-
ues of jet convergence angle (for example, configurations 11, 21, or 31). The configura-
tions which had the highest plug thrust at all Mach numbers were those with the large
primary throat area (afterburning mode). This higher plug thrust is probably due to the
thicker jet exhaust restricting the aspiration effects of the external stream flow which
in turn increases the recirculating jet flow in the base and therefore produces a greater
thrust force on the plug. Jet convergence angle generally had very little effect on the
plug thrust at most Mach numbers, with the trend being a slight increase in plug thrust
as convergence angle increased.
Nozzle Performance Characteristics
Basic data.- Presented in figure 10 are the static thrust coefficient and the ideal
static thrust coefficient as functions of jet total-pressure ratio for the various configura-
tions tested. These static coefficients are defined as the thrust force divided by ambient
pressure pa and the reference area Amax. The boattail drag, although included in
the measurement of axial force, is regarded as negligible so that the static thrust coeffi-
cient essentially includes only internal nozzle thrust.
Thrust-minus-drag coefficients, thrust coefficients, and ideal thrust coefficients for
the configurations are shown as a function of jet total-pressure ratio in figures 11 and 12.
These coefficients are defined as thrust-minus-drag force or thrust force (measured or
ideal) divided by free-stream dynamic pressure q^ and the reference area Amax.
Thrust-minus-drag ratio.- The variation of thrust-minus-drag ratio with jet total-
pressure ratio and Mach number is shown in figure 13. Under static conditions the ratio
of measured to ideal thrust for the six nozzle configurations with the large primary throat
area (afterburning mode) is relatively good when compared with other types of nozzles;
however, the performance of the six configurations with the small primary throat area
(nonafterburning mode) appears to be as much as 7 percent low at low pressure ratios
when compared with other nozzles having similar throat areas. The ratios of measured
thrust minus drag to ideal thrust at airstream Mach numbers from 0.50 to 1.82 are pre-
sented in figures 13(b) to 13(j). The thrust-minus-drag ratio generally increased with
increasing jet total-pressure ratio for most Mach numbers and a maximum value of
^"i ~ ^A ft
—-———— was not obtained for most configurations at M £ 0.90. With increased values
*i
of Mach number the thrust-minus-drag performance decreased for all configurations when
compared at a constant jet total-pressure ratio.
Internal performance.- The variation of internal performance F. /F^ with jet total-
pressure ratio and Mach number is presented in figure 14. As was observed for static
conditions (fig. 13) the internal performance of the configurations with the large primary
throat area was again higher than that of the configurations with the small primary throat
area for all Mach numbers. At the higher Mach numbers the internal performance was
lower than that measured at static conditions.
Performance at a scheduled pressure ratio.- A schedule of the variation of jet total-
pressure ratio with Mach number for a typical turbojet engine is given in figure 15. Pre-
sented in figure 16 is the variation with Mach number of the thrust-minus-drag ratio,
internal performance, and afterbody boattail drag coefficients of the 12 nozzle configura-
tions for the foregoing scheduled operating conditions. For the configurations in the
afterburning mode (A^ Amax = 0.50) the thrust-minus-drag ratio is competitive with the
performance of convergent-divergent nozzles and isentropic plug nozzles (refs. 1, 6, and
10). The nozzles in the nonafterburning mode (A^/Amax - 0.25) revealed a fairly large
loss in thrust-minus-drag ratio, approaching 25 percent, at Mach numbers greater than
0.80 when compared with the nozzles in the afterburning mode. At subsonic speeds up to
M = 0.90, the internal performance of the 12 configurations was equal to or greater than
the internal performance observed at static conditions. At the higher speeds (M > 0.90),
the nozzles with the large primary throat area (At/Amax = 0.50) suffered a loss of approx-
imately 3 percent in internal performance from that at static conditions; however, the
nozzles with the small primary throat area (At/Amax = 0.25] experienced a loss in per-
formance of about 12 percent. The improved internal performance (greater than the per-
formance level at M = 0) seen at the subsonic Mach numbers probably results from a
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beneficial influence of the jet exhaust mixing with the external stream which thus reduces
the drag term in the thrust-minus-drag expression. At most Mach numbers the nozzles
configured for nonafterburning operation had the higher afterbody drag coefficients; how-
ever, for the configurations whose jet convergence angle was equal to or greater than
25° the afterbody boattail drag decreased with increase in Mach number up to 0.90. At
M = 0.90 and jet convergence angles greater than 20° the nozzles configured in the after-
burning mode had a higher drag level than those operating in the nonafterburning mode.
Presented in figure 17 is the effect of nozzle lip angle or jet convergence angle on
the performance of annular nozzles in combination with a semitoroidal concave plug for
the Mach number range and at scheduled jet total-pressure ratios. Thrust-minus-drag
ratio and internal performance for the nozzles with the large primary throat area (after-
burning mode, At/Ama?c = 0.50) generally experienced a slight decrease in performance
(approximately 2 percent) with an increase in convergence angle at all Mach numbers
except 1.82. The lowest performance generally occurred at a convergence angle of 30°
with a tendency to show a small gain in performance with further increase in the conver-
gence angle. At all Mach numbers the nozzles configured for the afterburning mode exhib-
ited an increase in afterbody boattail drag with increase in jet convergence or boattail
angle.
The nozzles with the small primary throat area (nonafterburning mode,
At/Amax = °-25) exhibited an increase in performance at M = 0.50, experienced mixed
results at M = 0.70, and showed a loss of performance up to approximately 6 percent at
M > 0.70 as the jet convergence angle was increased from 15° to 40°. Afterbody boattail
drag coefficient generally increased at convergence angles up to j3 = 30° and then either
leveled off or decreased slightly at the higher convergence angles for most Mach numbers;
however, a large reduction in boattail drag occurs for convergence angles of /3 > 20° at
M = 0.80 and /3 > 15° at M = 0.90.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An investigation at static conditions and at Mach numbers up to 1.82 of the thrust
and drag characteristics of 12 configurations of an annular nozzle has been made. The
configurations consisted of six afterbodies with different jet convergence angles, each
used with two semitoroidal concave plugs to vary primary jet exit area. Results of the
investigation indicated the following trends:
An increase in the jet convergence angle from 15° to 40° resulted in little change in
performance levels for nozzles with primary throat areas simulating afterburner opera-
tion; however, a loss in performance resulted for nozzles with primary throat areas sim-
ulating nonafterburner operation.
The internal performance and thrust-minus-drag performance of the nozzle con-
figurations with the larger primary throat area (afterburning mode) is competitive with
nozzles designed for operation over the Mach number range and at a given typical turbo-
jet total-pressure ratio schedule.
The internal performance and thrust-minus-drag performance of the nozzle con-
figurations with the small primary throat area (nonafterburning mode) gave relatively
poor performance at the higher subsonic and transonic speeds and would probably be
marginal at a typical subsonic cruise flight condition (Mach 0.80).
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., August 17, 1972.
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Figure 4.- Effect of boattail angle on boattail pressure distributions. Jet off.
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(a) Configurations 11, 21, and 31.
Figure 5.- Effect of jet total-pressure ratio on boattail pressure distribution
for various Mach numbers.
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(c) Configurations 12, 22, and 32.
Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 6.- Variation of boattail drag coefficient
various configurations. Jet








(a) M = 0.50.
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(a) M = 0.
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(a) Configurations 11, 21, 31, 41, 51, and 61.
Figure 10.- Variation of static thrust coefficient with jet total-pressure ratio.
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(a) Configuration 11.
Figure 11.- Variation of thrust-minus-boattail-drag coefficient with jet total-pressure
ratio for various Mach numbers. Flagged symbols denote increasing pressure ratio.
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(a) Configuration 11.
Figure 12.- Variation of thrust coefficient with jet total-pressure ratio for various
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(a) M = 0.
Figure 13.- Variation of thrust-minus-drag ratio with jet



































(e) M = 0.90.
Figure 13.- Continued.
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(i) M = 1.30.
Figure 13.- Continued.
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(a) M = 0.50.
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(h) M = 1.30.
Figure 14.- Continued.
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(i) M = 1.82.
Figure 17.- Concluded.
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